Why Hire Kryss?

“Kryss is the most approachable speaker and trainer we’ve ever worked with. She somehow managed to take what seemed like a difficult topic and not only focus it on our specific needs, but she did it in a way that made every one of us feel empowered!”

-Large corporation leader, 250+ attendees

“Even though I know she is one of the top experts in the world, Kryss came off as a friend who was coming to offer guidance and education. It made it far easier to learn from her than from someone who made me feel stupid for not knowing things or for asking questions.”

-CEO of International Corporation

“In my industry, time is money. It was great that Kryss found a way to give us what we needed to know to do our jobs better. It was really clear that she tuned in to our organization’s needs and created a training just for us.”

-National Conference, 40k+ attendees

“With more than 25 years in her field and incredible credentials, we expected her to be stuffy and dry in her approach. We were pleasantly surprised to find ourselves laughing while learning. Greatest learning experience, hands down!” -National Association, 100k+ members

“Kryss really knows her stuff! She not only gave us the insights we needed to grow and improve our business, she answered questions that showed she truly took the time to study our organization before she came. Plus, she used real-life examples in the training so we could see exactly how the information fit into our daily work lives.” -National Conference, 30k+ attendees

“Once I heard how many of our competitors were getting trained on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, I knew we had to get our staff trained. As it turns out, hiring Kryss not only aligned us with what was becoming industry standard knowledge, it gave us a leg up as she used scenarios to let us practice the information so we could actually put it into practice! Now, we’re ahead of our competition!” -An American University Program, 10k+ students/faculty

Kryss is available for workshops, trainings, lectures, and keynotes. Her offerings are always specific to each client’s needs. To learn more about her or to discuss bringing her to you (in person or virtually), reach out via her website ThisIsKryss.com.